Wealthtech
This time around, a real
revolution?
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Market 101

Key stats

A decade ago, wealth management saw its first shake-up. Digital financial
advice platforms, namely robo-advisers, promised to bring more affordable
services to the masses. But their revolution fell short. While they succeeded
in slashing costs for consumers, to many the sector and its acronym
addiction still felt clunky, cryptic or simply too complicated.
But a light-headedness gripped the sector during the pandemic, when the
stock market only ever seemed to be heading in one direction, and — for a
brief moment — retail investors’ power matched that of giant hedge funds.
Wealthtechs were all too happy to meet a surge in demand for their services.
If they got the party started, now they need to grapple with the question of
how to keep it going.

Early stage market map
Startups tracked by Sifted, from pre-seed to Series A
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Wealthtech funding saw a YoY
increase of almost 5x last year
VC funding into European wealth
management startups (€m)
and number of funding rounds
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Leaders and laggards
Top countries for wealth management
funding (€m), 2015-2021
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Trends
to watch

82 startups
tracked by
Sifted

1. Wealthtech’s wild west

Subindustries

→

→

Forget exchange-traded funds or plain old stocks — in search of new
(and even riskier) investment opportunities, one group of startups is
focusing on emerging asset classes like cryptocurrencies and NFTs.

17/82 B2C investment platforms

Others are offering “fractional” access (meaning the cost is split
between owners) to old but previously inaccessible assets like property,
private equity and venture capital.

10/82 Alternative assets

2. Helping the old guard find their footing
→

→

11/82 Savings
10/82 B2B software
8/82 Robo advisers
8/82 Impact investing

B2C is not the only entry point — B2B startups are helping wealth
managers cater to the next generation of clients looking for more choice
and better digital user experiences.

8/82 Real estate investing

Chances are that market incumbents will not only collaborate with
startups to improve specific workflows, but acquire them to kickstart a
broader culture of innovation.

4/82 Educational platform

3. ESG investments, minus the greenwashing
→

Some startups are catering to a growing segment of would-be investors
who are considering environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors
in their investment decisions.

→

To preempt concerns about greenwashing, they try to demystify the curation
process of their stock selection and emphasise the expertise of their team.

4. Rethinking revenue
→

The classic B2C model in wealthtech is built around fees taken from
assets under management (AUM), which is challenging for startups that
can’t benefit from economies of scale.

→

Some of them are now experimenting with new revenue models, from
offering subscriptions to chargeable products.

6/82 Pensions

2017 Avg. launch year
1.4 years Avg. launch to seed
2.7 years Avg. seed to Series A
€6.2m Avg. seed funding
€27m Avg. seed valuation
€16m Avg. Series A funding
€46m Avg. Series A valuation

Investors by type
40% VC fund
34% Angel
7% Accelerator
7% CVC

Sifted take
Wealthtech has benefited from a low interest rate world which saw supercheap money flow towards ever riskier investments in search of higher returns.
But startups would do well not to take these conditions for granted: with
inflation roaring again, the explosion in retail investing built around bull markets
and instant gratification will likely take a hit — and so may wealthtech revenues.

3% Public funding
3% Private equity
3% Family office
3% Crowdfunding
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Early stage
startups to watch
Europe's leading pre-Series A startups (all published data verified)
We identify companies as ‘rising stars’ using a number of criteria including founder backgrounds, investor track record,
funding and valuation, and growth signals
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Europe’s success stories
Who early stage startups are up against

eToro

Trade Republic
IPO

→

Went public via a SPAC at a
$10.4bn valuation in 2021

→

Social trading platform with
more than 23m registered
users as of June 2021

Bitpanda

SERIES C

→

Neobroker available in six
European countries, with 1m
users and €6bn in AUM as of
May 2021

SERIES C

→

Neobroker focused primarily
on cryptocurrencies

→

Austria’s most valuable startup,
which tripled its valuation in
three months to $4.1bn in
August 2021
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